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Preface

A predominant question for queer literary criticism has been: How can
we “queer” a text by reading it aslant of its manifest content? Queer
Experimental Literature asks instead: How do the affective relations of a
text “queer” its readers and the social relations of reading itself? In short,
this book argues that literature does not await a critical reading to activate
its queerness. Rather, I trace a genealogy of writers that turn to experimental aesthetics to queer the affective relations among readers, texts, and
their publics. I call these affective relations experiments in bad reading
because they are infused with affects that do not conform to the protocols of critical reading and other hegemonic, institutionally sanctioned,
and socially approved modes of “good reading.” Indeed, these texts elicit
masturbatory fantasy, perverse titillation, exuberant sentimentality, and
other affects that have failed to signify as “critical” within the domains
of literary and cultural theory. They appear naïve, solipsistic, and politically retrograde, often leading critics to apologize for or bracket the text’s
investment in affect. Yet it is precisely through its solicitations of bad reading, I contend, that queer experimental literature contests and redraws
the social relations that underpin the heteronormative public sphere.
Rather than oppose aesthetics to politics, or affect to the social, then,
Queer Experimental Literature reveals their complex imbrication within
the affective politics of bad reading.
Queerness has often been conceived as a force of subversion—a performative demystification of apparently natural norms, an anti-social drive
toward incoherence, or a shattering of the illusory structures of subjectivity and meaning.1 While I do not dispute the value of queer negativity, its
v
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exclusive claim to criticality has tended to eclipse other forces of queerness
and other modes of queer critique. When queerness presents itself in an
affirmative mode and draws on corollary affective idioms—joy, happiness,
love, ecstasy, optimism, or sweetness—it is often collapsed into the politics
of “homonormativity.”2 It is perceived as non-oppositional, as either a
symptom or an enabler of neoliberalism’s narrowing the zones of political
life to the realm of consumption.3 It will not simply be enough to show
that queer deployments of positive affect exist or that they might have
oppositional force, if they are only to be measured in terms of subversion.
We must go further and meet them on their own ground. To glimpse the
affective politics of queer experimental literature, we require a conception
of queerness as a creative experiment in relationality. Following critics such
as José Esteban Muñoz and Elizabeth Freeman, I understand the relations
of queerness as unfurling into futurity; they are unfinished, open ended,
and rife with untapped potential for becoming.4 At the same time, queer
relationality is a historically contingent social form, inextricably bound
up, as Michel Foucault teaches us, with the institutions and relations of
power.5 Yet an attention to the creativity of queerness makes it possible to
see how queer aesthetic objects are, through their own terms and forces,
reconfiguring relational potentialities in excess of the existing codifications
of sexuality as identity.6
Situated against contestations over queer sexuality in the postwar
period, queerness often appears as a figural crisis in relation. This is due to
the discursive, representational, and ideological pressure to conceive and
narrate queerness as an individual rather than a collective body, as a body
politic. All of the writers in Queer Experimental Literature contest this
reduction of queer relationality, and they utilize the affective relations of
reading to experiment with and provoke collective forms of queer belonging. Thus, the crisis in queer relationality should not solely be understood
as an example of queer “trouble” or intrinsic destabilization; it is also,
as the etymology of crisis implies, a turning point, a moment of becoming pregnant with potentiality. The affective relations fostered through
queer experimental literature must therefore be understood as incipiently social—pitched between the “merely” affective and the “properly”
political. This is due to the representational prohibitions that prevent the
figuration of queerness as collectivity, forcing a displacement of this figuration into the ineffable idioms of affect. The incipience of these social
imaginings is not “utopian” in any traditional sense, despite their investment in the horizons of queer potentiality that Muñoz has taught us to
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see. The relations that they configure have been prohibited, destroyed,
or gentrified, and thus, these texts meditate on the paradoxical distance
between their viscerally immediate intimations of queer relationality and
the inability for these relations to become collectively materialized in the
text’s temporality of reception. Their emphasis falls less on a horizon of
futurity, then, and more on experimentations with affective relations in the
present, in advance of any idiom that could conceive of them as socially
meaningful. The relations of queer experimental literature are incipiently
social precisely because they are emergent, or becoming-fomented, in the
event of reading.
Clearly, “reading” in this book signifies far more than the subject’s
interpretive act of decoding. Reading, for my purposes, is not a phenomenology of the reader’s consciousness as it processes meaning; it does not
refer to a subject position or an existing collective that will be named and
studied for their reception practices. Indeed, I tend to stress “reading”
rather than “the reader” to preserve the present participle of the affective
relation to literature. Reading is virtual—an encounter composed through
a text that is not entirely under its own control and is not reducible to
a single affective referent. By thinking of affect as a relation unfurled by
aesthetic objects—a relation that is as much a part of the object as its content and form—we can sidestep a perennial problem in the convergence
of affect theory and literary criticism. At one end, critics think of affect
as a purely visceral and unarticulated wave of sensation, which tends to
diminish the ability to read qualitatively specific configurations of affect
composed within and through a text.7 In this framework, affective qualities are equivalent to subjective capture—they are codified, personalized,
and lacking in potential for becoming. At the other end, critics think of
affect as a subjective property the reader or critic brings to the text; they
may debate which affective orientation is most appropriate—suspicion
or empathy, for example—but the text’s own affective coordination is
diminished or occluded.8 In both cases, the affective relation—the qualitatively inflected scene composed by the text and actualized in the event
of reading—is overlooked as its own space of potentiality. More recent
scholarship on affect and aesthetics has begun to address both the relational dimension of the aesthetic and the possibility of “reading” affect
as a form without reference to subjective reception.9 Queer Experimental
Literature shares both of these goals. Yet the stakes that it proposes for
this theoretical and methodological approach to affect center specifically
on understanding the affective politics of queer aesthetics, the way that
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aesthetic objects configure affective relations within and against the existing relations of power that fuse scenes of reading into the production of
heteronormative subjects and collectives.
In making this argument, my goal is to forestall the reduction of
“queer reading” to paranoid reading or reparative reading, the two modes
famously identified by Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick.10 Queer Experimental
Literature reveals the limitation of heuristically mapping the many affects
of queer reading into this narrow dichotomy. The dichotomy tends to
miss weak, minor, or simply illegible affective relations that fall to the
side of either of these codified orientations. But more importantly, the
dichotomy prioritizes the critic as the agent of queer reading, as the locus
of both affect and critique. Instead, I trace how queer experimental literature solicits its own singular relations for affective reading, which do
not presume the critical reader (or the literary critic) as the primary hero
in the dramatic scene of reading. While other literary traditions may also
participate in this project, queer experimental literature makes its affective
agencies visible by drawing attention to literary form’s capacity to work
on and through the bodies of readers, immanently restructuring our felt
relations to the aesthetic object.
Thus, it is important to resist a methodology for reading queer experimental literature that dictates, in advance, the embodied orientation that
readers must bring to these texts, whether distance or closeness, empathetic care or paranoid suspicion. As Barbara Johnson observes, “[T]he
question is not whether to be or not to be philological but how to read
in such a way as to break through preconceived notions of meaning. …
To know whether this requires more closeness or more distance, a leap
or a crawl, may very well itself be part of the challenge.”11 Similarly, the
question is not whether to be or not be affective in our reading but how
to read in such a way as to break through entrained and hegemonic affective relations of reading. Note that, in Johnson’s description, the reader
becomes an immanently embodied figure—leaping over and crawling
through the surface of the text, mindful that the necessary posture cannot
be known in advance. Queer Experimental Literature follows Johnson’s
cue, and it begins with the challenge that the affects for queer reading
cannot be determined transcendentally above or before the text. In these
pages, reading becomes less an ethical choice made by a critic than a social
encounter engendered by the text. We may not know how much closeness
or distance is required, whether to leap or crawl, to fantasize or faint, but
the optic of bad reading makes the text’s provocation of these postures
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both thinkable and meaningful as strategies for contesting the historical
conflicts over and representational prohibitions on queer relationality that
pre-condition the reception of its queer aesthetics.
The primary historical and representational conflict that cuts across
Queer Experimental Literature might be called “postmodernity,” but as
each chapter shows, this context requires more specificity to understand
how it inflects the local circumstances of each author and how it intersects with emergent forms of institutionalized hetero- and homonormativity throughout the period. At the outset, however, it is important to
stress that “queer experimental literature” is not reducible to postmodern fiction, although it converges with it in several formal and ideological
respects. The reason for this caveat is that queerness and postmodernism are often equated to one another, and in many readings of postmodern fiction, queerness—particularly its fragmentation, demystification,
and dispersal of identity—is positioned as merely exemplary of a more
general postmodern condition. This move eclipses the specifically queer
contexts that motivate putatively “postmodern” authors such as Kathy
Acker, William S. Burroughs, Jeanette Winterson, Samuel R. Delany, and
Chuck Palahniuk. But more problematically, it assimilates queer writing
to the postmodern canon and, consequently, makes it difficult to perceive
how, precisely, queer writers contest, resist, and even radically reject “postmodernism” as such, particularly postmodernity’s atrophied capacity for
social imagination.12 For this reason, this book’s archive draws primarily
on authors that have been central to debates about postmodernism among
scholars of contemporary fiction; it works to repatriate the zones of queerness in these works to make legible their agonistic and, indeed, excitingly
fresh aesthetic challenges to postmodernity, which have otherwise been
ignored or subordinated as less radical because of their imbrication with
affect. This is not to imply that one can no longer read these authors as
postmodern or value their use of postmodern aesthetics such as deconstructive resignification and metafictive intertextuality. However, I hope
to displace the centrality of those forms as the only index of “critical”
aesthetic politics for contemporary literature, thereby drawing attention
to formal practices that articulate their social agency through affective
idioms.
Queer Experimental Literature also contributes to the recent reconsideration of experimental writing. Long discounted as abstruse and formalist, a number of scholars have turned to experimental writing to reconsider
its political and philosophical relevance.13 Of particular note is Anthony
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Reed’s incisive Freedom Time: The Poetics and Politics of Black Experimental
Writing, which shares a similar goal to my own. Reed traces a genealogy
of “black experimental writing” in the postwar era and reveals the complex role that formal experimentations plays in a critical politics of race.14
Much like race, sexuality has been subordinated in scholarly accounts of
experimental writing, and Queer Experimental Literature seeks to redress
this marginalization. At the same time, I do not claim to offer a definitive
survey of queer experimental literature. Rather, my purpose is to look to a
small archive of writers—and, more specifically, to a handful of works that
lie at the literary margins—to chart the para-academic politics of queer
reading solicited through formal experimentation.
To see this politics, however, will require a displacement of the predominant affective narrative about experimental writing—namely that its
“difficulty” alienates and aggressively attacks the reader. In her survey of
postwar experimental literature, for example, Kathryn Hume characterizes
these works as “aggressive fictions” that break the conventional author–
reader contract, which promises pleasure and edification as the proverbial
carrot on the stick for reading.15 Instead, these texts attack, offend, disturb, and disgust, and in her view, “The reader does not like the feeling of
being unable to follow the text and hence of having lost control of it.”16
When Hume speculates about readers that do enjoy the feelings stimulated
by experimental writing, she imagines a specialized coterie of professional
critics that have learned to access pleasure from the interpretative mastery
of the text’s difficulty. I propose an alternative view. First, I trace how
queer experimental literature appeals to neither a mass public nor a special
coterie but seeks to conjure new readerly publics that outstrip the existing
landscape for the texts’ reception. Second, I show that queer experimental
literature refuses a pleasure principle for reading, opening up a number
of queerer affective relations to the event of reading that do not move
toward mastery. Most importantly, these texts do not forsake pleasure but
actively solicit it, particularly through figurations of eroticism, sex, and
intimate contact. They do not, in other words, equate pleasure with difficulty or primarily seek to alienate and attack readers. Rather, queer experimental literature creates an erotic relationality among texts, readers, and
publics that redefines the difference that pleasure can make in the politics
of experimental writing.
By encountering the affective relations of these texts on their own
terms, Queer Experimental Literature partakes in what Rita Felski calls
“postcritical reading.”17 I attend to the aesthetic surface of the text rather
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than rewriting the surface as a symptom of an underlying ideological
cause, thereby moving beyond the hermeneutics of suspicion as the privileged index for queer critique and critical reading. Unlike some variants
of postcritical reading, however, I do not oppose affect and aesthetic form
to political reading. Rather, I show that the affective dimension of the
aesthetic compels a rethinking of what political interpretation looks like:
where the operative agencies of reading take place, who (or what) deploys
the agencies of critique, and what “counts” as critical reading. Queer
Experimental Literature thus locates the politics of aesthetics in their
affective relations, and it traces how the disruptive, seductive, or adhesive
relations of reading respond to and intersect with the history of sexuality
in the postwar era. To do so, each chapter considers a specific obstacle to
the figuration of queer relationality in the postwar period. These obstacles
include the obscenity laws governing the literary representation of queerness in pre-Stonewall America; the “epidemic of signification” that shapes
the discourse of the AIDS crisis; the neoliberal gentrification of the queer
avant-garde and the commodification of its intellectual discourses about
radical aesthetics; the convergence of homonormativity and biopower to
narrow queerness to a consumer identity; and the entrenchment of suspicion as a disciplinary norm for queer and critical theory. Each chapter traces a writer’s turn to queer experimental literature to contest these
obstacles and to reimagine the social relations of queer belonging through
the affective relations of reading.
Chapter 1 argues that William S. Burroughs innovates an experimental
aesthetics of “queer spectrality” in Naked Lunch (1959) to challenge the
reduction of queerness to an individual pathology. I demonstrate that the
stylistic shift from Burroughs’s prior figuration of queer spectrality in his
long-unpublished novel Queer (1985) to his experimental novels hinges
on affectively enfolding the reader within the text’s perverse fantasies.
Although interpreted at the time as the uncritical hallucination of a drug
addict, I argue that the aesthetics of queer spectrality enable Burroughs
to figure queerness as an erotic and political collectivity in a historical
moment when such a representation would otherwise be censored as
obscene. Whereas Chap. 1 expands the agency of queer critique by looking to the stylistic manifestation of affect, Chap. 2 displaces the priority
of academic genealogies for queer reading to glimpse the proliferation of
queer hermeneutics that emerge in response to the AIDS crisis. To do so,
I examine Samuel Delany’s turn to experimental writing in his AIDS novels, The Tale of Plagues and Carnivals (1984) and The Mad Man (1994).
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I argue that experimental writing affords Delany a “para-academic” mode
to elaborate a queer hermeneutic that does not seek paranoid mastery
but, instead, attends to the affective history of the crisis, particularly the
singular convergence of uncertainty, anxiety, and erotic pleasure. Delany
ultimately offers queer hermeneutics as an affective inheritance, a means
for readers to remain attached to the enduring and unfinished histories of
AIDS. Chapter 3 extends the analysis of how queer experimental literature
contests academic discourses of reading, focusing in particular on Kathy
Acker’s rejection of the discourses of deconstruction and poststructural
theory. The chapter follows Acker’s turn from deconstructive aesthetics
toward a sensuous “language of the body,” which she hopes will make
her work “unreadable” within the increasingly commodified hermeneutic
frameworks for postmodern fiction. Looking to Bodies of Work (1997)
and In Memoriam to Identity (1990), where Acker makes this turn, I
argue that the languages of the body—in which literature stimulates a
masturbatory encounter with queer becoming—strive to recover the critical agency of queer aesthetics within the context of the gentrification of
the queer avant-garde. Through her provocation of an affective becoming-
unreadable, Acker hopes to clear a space for a future community of radical
readers and artists to emerge.
In Chap. 4, I move from the margins of cult and para-academic queer
experimentation to an experimental writer that has achieved mainstream
success, Jeanette Winterson. While often critiqued for her unrepentant
sentimentality, I argue that Winterson’s “queer exuberance” presses back
against the homonormative reduction of queerness to a privatized, consumer identity. Focusing in particular on Art and Lies (1994) and Art
Objects (1995), I demonstrate how Winterson develops a concept of visceral aesthetics, in which the transmission of affect disrupts the identitarian consumer categories (i.e., lesbian fiction, queer writing) that have
been mapped onto her fiction. By dynamizing positive affects, Winterson
refuses the stigmatization of exuberance as a degraded form of false consciousness or a capitulation to normativity. Instead, Winterson queers exuberance in the hopes of provoking the desire for a more radically relational
conception of queerness in her readers. Chapter 5 looks to Eve Kosofsky
Sedgwick’s experimental memoir A Dialogue on Love (1999) as the locus
for her development of new practices of queer reading, revealing the unacknowledged influence that queer experimental literature has on queer
theory’s rediscovery of affective reading. I argue that the memoir’s formal composition of permeability illuminates the ethical values that inspire
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Sedgwick’s late-career shift away from “paranoid reading” to “reparative
reading,” leading her to redefine queerness as a mode of relational care.
In contrast to the idioms of “paranoid” criticism, queer experimental
literature offers Sedgwick a pliable form for figuring queer relationality
as a mode of agency and becoming that pertains in the face of collective mortality. Finally, in a brief conclusion, I analyze Chuck Palahniuk’s
controversial performance piece and short story “Guts” (2004), tracing
the incipiently social relations that emerge through his figuration of reading as sex. Through this text, I contest the recent equation of affective
reading with a “new modesty” in literary criticism, arguing that queer
experimental literature immodestly dreams up new forms of belonging,
albeit in idioms that will rarely appear critical enough to count as political
imagination.
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Introduction: Uncritically Queer—Bad
Reading and the Incipiently Social

At one time or another, everyone has been a bad reader. We have all, in
countless ways, faced shame, mockery, or derision for what we read or the
way that we read. Such a generalization is warranted because reading is
defined through so many proscriptions. Immanently linked to context, the
norms of reading idealize “good reading,” permissible modes of reading
that legitimate us as certain kinds of readerly subjects—cosmopolitan or
provincial, juvenile or highbrow, scholarly or trashy, radical or naïve, and
so on.1 The norms of reading correlate to acceptable content: the kinds of
books you can display on your coffee table and those you must tuck away
under the mattress; the kinds of texts you can cite in a classroom and those
you can only whisper about in bed. Although less apparent than subjectivity and content, the norms of reading also circumscribe legitimate modes
of interpretation—they establish what practices of reading will get to count
as critical and under what conditions. These norms operate constantly to
condition a text’s field of reception and to delimit its horizons of social
engagement.2 Even before we adjudicate an interpretation of a text, these
norms precede us, demarcating disciplinary objects, generic boundaries,
analytical methods, and relevant sets of data; they presuppose what style
or form a text must possess to become readable and, crucially, they dictate
how readers should affectively and corporeally relate to the text before
them: whether it is acceptable to get lost in reverie, to identify passionately
and irrationally, to read with our feet up, so to speak; or whether we must
read attentively with sober precision and pencils in hand. The reader’s
felt relation to the text is often thought to be a subjective response or
perhaps a personal choice. Yet affective relations are foundational to the
xxvii
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norms of reading. Affect is a visceral means of entraining these norms as
unconscious habit, and it is also a metadiscourse for describing the political significance of the event of reading. Indeed, readerly affect stands in
for a critical or uncritical orientation to the social world more broadly. An
unspoken social imaginary lies behind our felt relations to texts, charting
the modes of belonging that must inhere among bodies of texts and the
bodies of readers and, by extension, the body politic at large.
When we break the rules of good reading, when we become bad readers, we are labeled queer, stupid, or ill-mannered. Such moments are not
individual failures of reading; they signify moments of social transgression.
Indeed, these epithets constrict the field of reader relations and the social
relations they imply. Allow me to provide an example. Before we descend
to the academic basement, where queer experimental literature has so
often been marginalized, let us look up momentarily to that canonical bad
reader, Victor Frankenstein. Early in Frankenstein (1818), Victor arrives
at university only to discover that the texts he has read with obsessive
interest are hopelessly out of date. When Victor “carelessly” admits his
affinity for the alchemists, his professor is shocked.3 “The professor stared.
‘Have you,’ he said, ‘really spent your time in studying such nonsense?’”4
In his professor’s eyes, Victor has “wasted” his time.5 His failure to be a
good reader marks him as queerly disjointed from progressive time, a non-
modern subject seduced by mysticism “in this enlightened and scientific
age.”6 Thus, his professor laments, “Good God! In what desert land have
you lived, where no one was kind enough to inform you that these fancies which you have so greedily imbibed are a thousand years old and as
musty as they are ancient?”7 The bad reader is stuck in a Dionysian reverie,
ignorantly drunk on ancient texts, wasted in mind and body.8 The writers
in Queer Experimental Literature will exploit this very description of bad
reading; indeed, they subversively appropriate the discourse of “fancy” to
mock the sober rationalism of good reading. Not only do they encourage
readers to greedily imbibe their texts, they refuse an economy of reading
that discounts the value of delirium. Of course, the professor presupposes
this economy to shame his student, lamenting that a “desert land” could
exist without a gentle voice of critique to kindly redirect Victor to legitimate fields of knowledge. If the professor stands as a proxy for the modern social world, and a way of belonging to it as a rational subject, then
Victor embodies a queer alternative. Indeed, his gluttonous attachment to
dead knowledge is, famously, tied to his attachment to dead flesh.9 In this
precise sense, Victor’s reader relations are a metonym for his transgressive
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orientation to social relations. His unrepentant attachment to bad reading, to decayed ideas and musty texts, intimates modes of belonging that,
in the eyes of the modern subject, will appear to be uncritically queer.
As the professor’s shaming attests, narratives about critical reading
derive their authority, at least in part, by legislating the appropriate affective relations that must inhere between texts and readers. Victor’s reading
is not bad solely because it is out of date—he has been affectively seduced
into a solipsistic, non-utilitarian scene of fantasy. In this narrative, we can
hear the echoes of future configurations of bad reading, from pornography and pulp fiction to video games and social media. Given the recent
reconsideration of critical reading within literary studies, it is surprising
that more attention has not been paid to the vexed intersection of affect
and the proscriptive norms of reading. To be sure, many critics have proposed new methodologies for reading that contest, rethink, or displace the
hermeneutics of suspicion as the de facto mode of cultural interpretation
within literary studies.10 Yet these methodologies tend to overlook their
own implicit establishment of affective norms for reading, and they rarely
acknowledge their relationship to social contexts beyond the disciplinary
history of the humanities.
Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick stands alone in her path-breaking argument
that the affective relations of critical reading, as conceptualized by queer
theory, are fundamentally shaped by their relationship to sexual politics.
Indeed, Sedgwick located the emergence of paranoid reading alongside
the structures of feeling that predominated for queers and activists during the AIDS crisis. Her turn to reparative reading is inextricable from
her concerns about paranoia becoming entrenched as an affective norm
within queer theory, detached from the lived experience of a younger
generation of queer activists and scholars emerging in the aftermath of
AIDS. Sedgwick’s own affirmation of reparative reading was thus attuned
to its agonistic, even dissident, relationship to academic codifications of
critical reading, and it sought to open up new relations of affective and
historical belonging among queer communities through a contextually
specific turn to positive affect. Unfortunately, Sedgwick’s heuristic distinction between “paranoid reading” and “reparative reading” has since
ossified into a decontextualized binary. When we debate the relative value
of suspicion or empathy in the abstract, we miss the specific meaning that
paranoid and reparative reading had (and has) for queer communities. But
more importantly, we perpetuate a debate over good and bad modes of
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reading without attending to the historical relations of power that made
paranoid or reparative reading queer in the first place.
This book draws inspiration from Sedgwick’s move to locate the affective relations of queer reading within their social and historical contexts.
However, I largely put aside Sedgwick’s dichotomy of paranoid and reparative reading. I do not reject paranoia and reparation so much as see them
as two affective orientations for queer reading among many more that have
yet to be acknowledged or explored within literary criticism. Indeed, we
will discover a host of queer reading practices that have failed to count as
critical within the idioms of critical theory due to their unrepentant investment in affect. To discover these modes of reading, Queer Experimental
Literature looks beyond academic and disciplinary genealogies of critical
reading, turning to the para-academic and non-academic contexts that
motivate writers to reconfigure the affective relations of reading.11 I break,
then, with scholars such as Sharon Marcus and Stephen Best, who narrate
the turn from symptomatic to affective reading as a largely disciplinary
affair. For example, they begin their introduction to surface reading by
noting that symptomatic reading enabled “exchanges between [academic]
disciplines” and was particularly formative for “a relatively homogeneous
group of scholars who received doctoral degrees in either English or comparative literature after 1983.”12 By focusing narrowly on the disciplinary
context of literary studies, we miss a heterogeneity of aesthetic experimentations with critical and uncritical reading alike, which have developed
alongside of and even in contestation with academic discourses of reading.13 We have missed these experimentations because, as François Cusset
argues, academic culture brings “harsh judgment to bear on any strange
or foreign readings” of theoretical discourse.14 To preserve our authority
over “legitimate interpretations,” we ignore “felicitous misreading[s]” and
“creative, even performative misprision[s]” that constitute a “vast zone in
which both political and cultural values can be discovered.”15 This book
argues that the “felicitous” zones of bad reading in queer experimental
literature are acutely responsive to their social contexts and that they work
to redraw the parameters of what counts as a critical politics of reading in
the postmodern public sphere.
As much as my methodology moves beyond the hermeneutics of suspicion, I do not reject interpretation tout court. I agree with Rita Felski
that “We should avoid conflating suspicious interpretation with the whole
of interpretation, with all the sins of the former being loaded onto the
shoulders of the latter.”16 Similarly, we should resist conflating academic
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modes of interpretation with those fostered by aesthetic objects. Even
when an aesthetic object elicits suspicion, we must attend to the specificity of its configuration of and investment in suspicion. Second, and more
importantly, I worry that the turn away from interpretation obfuscates
the power relations that underlie the affective relations of reading. For
example, sociological turns to descriptive reading purport to approach the
literary object outside of the narrow gateway of subjectivity. As Heather
Love argues, the “depth” of depth hermeneutics derives “not only [from]
the hidden structures or causes that suspicious critics reveal” but also from
the affective “dimension that critics attempt to produce in their readings,
by attributing life, richness, warmth, and voice to texts.”17 Love sees suspicion and empathy as dialectically entwined within literary hermeneutics, not opposed to one another. Taken together, these affective relations
attest to what Love calls “an unacknowledged but powerful h
 umanism—
that defines literary studies.”18 Not only does this approach share Marcus
and Best’s privileging of academic formulations of hermeneutics, it also
assumes that suspicion and empathy are the only affective relations available for interpretation. Moreover, Love attributes affect to the critic,
whose interpretative acumen is either inspired by suspicion or meant to
engender empathy. By contrast, Queer Experimental Literature asks that
we suspend the institutionally sanctioned critic as the originator of the
affective relations of reading. Instead, we might attend to the aesthetic
object’s affective agency—its capacity to foster new relational models for
reading. To glimpse this agency, Queer Experimental Literature heeds
Felski’s call to “place ourselves in front of the text, reflecting on what it
unfurls, calls forth, makes possible.”19 As we will see, the relations that
queer experimental literature calls forth cannot, ultimately, be reduced
to the dialectic of suspicion and empathy; this dichotomy fails to account
for stupefaction, anxiety, masturbatory pleasure, exuberance, shameless
immodesty, and so many other minor affects called forth through queer
experimental literature. Rather than impose an affect theory from above,
I share Adam Frank’s understanding of poetic forms as offering distinct
modes of affect theory. His approach enables us to see that the relays of
affective and aesthetic “contact can take many forms.”20 This book seeks
to be drawn into many different scenes of contact, learning new modes of
relationality from the aesthetic object itself.
My other motivation for resisting the turn to description is that it
assumes, as Love suggests, that the affective relations of reading are necessarily aligned with humanism. As we will see, queer experimental writers
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such as William S. Burroughs and Kathy Acker turn to affect to contest
humanist models of subjectivity. For them, affect is an asubjective and
anti-human force that reveals the irreducible animality of the human.21
But more broadly, all queer experimental literature rejects the humanist
paradigm of reading because it buttresses a heteronormative social imaginary. As Michael Warner argues, liberal humanism privileges a “hierarchy of faculties” that, particularly in the case of critical reading, “elevates
rational-critical reflection as the self-image of humanity.”22 This hierarchy
of faculties restricts the affective range of reader relations and, by doing so,
limits the modes of social agency that are available to queers. For example,
Warner observes,
All of the verbs for public agency are verbs for private reading, transposed
upward to the aggregate of readers. Readers may scrutinize, ask, reject,
opine, decide, judge and so on. Publics can do exactly these things. And
nothing else. Publics—unlike mobs or crowds—are incapable of any activity
that cannot be expressed through such a verb. Activities of reading that do
not fit the ideology of reading as silent, private, replicable decoding—curling up, mumbling, fantasizing, gesticulating, ventriloquizing, writing marginalia, and so on—also find no counterparts in public agency.23

Note that the degraded affects of reading extend far beyond suspicion and
empathy. The faculties of good reading disavow these queer textual relations and the social bodies that enact them. Reading with feeling might be
disclaimed as an uncritical way of relating to culture and society, stripping
us of the agency that accrues to rational–critical forms of participation
in the public sphere. But, from another angle, it might provide a way to
challenge the formation of that public sphere and, moreover, to elaborate
alternative, embodied modes of social agency. Indeed, bad readers might
purposely amplify their affective relations to texts, thereby contesting the
hierarchy of faculties that fuses subjects into the public sphere. For Warner,
such practices constitute counterpublic discourse—a counterpublic, in
his view, implies an alternative social imaginary, wherein public agency is
detached from the state.24 While bad reading undoubtedly implies a non-
heteronormative social imaginary, it is crucial to foreground the circuitous
and heavily mediated relationship between such interpretative practices
and their alternative social horizons. The distance between these affective acts of resistance and their intimations of other forms of belonging is
relative. But that distance is always there, built into a text of bad reading,
felt deeply and negotiated in complex ways. This distance conditions what
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I will refer to as the incipiently social dimension of queer experimental
literature. These texts actively elicit new structures of relation through the
forces of affect; in this sense, the social is literally and viscerally incipient
in these texts, not simply figured or represented. At the same time, these
texts recognize the representational and political strictures that obstruct
the wider flourishing of their queer relations beyond the textual encounter. The concept of the incipiently social thus foregrounds the conditions
of power that make affect viable as a means to contest the heteronormative
relations of the liberal-humanist public sphere.
Of course, the distance of bad reading from the legitimately public
sphere also enables it to become a meaningful source of nourishment
and self-creation for queer communities. Sedgwick hints at this affective agency long before her more famous discussions of paranoid and
reparative reading. In Tendencies, Sedgwick variably labels her interpretative practices as “perverse” and “ardent” reading, terms that foreground
the strikingly erotic investments of bad reading.25 “[B]ecoming a perverse reader,” Sedgwick explains, enabled her to locate “sites where the
meanings didn’t line up tidily with each other” and to “invest those sites
with fascination and love.”26 Sedgwick depicts bad reading as an active
means of “smuggling” texts, such as “genre movies, advertising, comic
strips,” and other forms of popular culture.27 Smuggling means remaining attached, like Victor, to texts degraded as uncritically queer within the
public sphere, investing them with affect and value. Arguably, one of the
primary successes of queer literary criticism has been to smuggle a range of
texts, including many of the ones discussed in this book, into intellectual
discourse, enabling them to matter even as they are received as obscene,
silly, ephemeral, or marginal.28 At the same time, Sedgwick stresses that
bad reading enables “survival” in a homophobic culture because the affective relations to a text’s meaning are strangely queer. She writes,
The need I brought to books and poems was hardly to be circumscribed,
and I felt I knew I would have to struggle to wrest from them sustaining
news of the world, ideas, myself, and (in various senses) my kind. The reading practices founded on such basic demands and intuitions had necessarily
to run against the grain of the most patent available formulae for young
people’s reading and life—against the grain, often, of the most accessible
voices even in the texts themselves.29

Sedgwick’s impacted phrasing here, especially in the first sentence, points
up the mediated, complex distance between bad reading and social agency.
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“I felt I knew I would have to struggle to wrest” is such a bizarre grammatical construction precisely because it signals a confused relationship
between public and private, self and other, affect and knowledge, certainty
and uncertainty, present and (conditional) future. Reading has become a
“wresting” of news, and it partakes in the classical formula for the hermeneutics of suspicion, reading “against the grain.” Yet, Sedgwick observes
that “becoming a perverse reader was never a matter of condescension to
texts, rather of the surplus charge of my trust in them to remain powerful,
refractory, and exemplary.”30 Even as Sedgwick herself performs a mode
of hermeneutic agency, the text possesses its own power of refraction.
Indeed, the event of reading cannot be easily circumscribed to either the
reader or the text because both are figured as permeable and plural. Here,
Sedgwick offers a figure for a mode of bad reading that places itself in
relation to the text, not insisting on the critic’s interpretative mastery or
priority over the text.
Sedgwick does not historicize her experience of bad reading beyond
gesturing in to its general importance to her “generation” of queer critics.31 Queer Experimental Literature picks up this unexplored terrain by
locating bad reading within key conflicts around the representation of
queer relationality within the postwar period. By doing so, I provide more
specificity to Sedgwick’s suggestion that bad reading challenges heteronormativity. Undoubtedly, heteronormativity is a motivating cause and
critical target for all of the constructions of bad reading in this book. Yet,
heteronormativity complexly intersects with the power relations of race,
class, and gender, as well as emerging forces of biopower and homonormativity throughout the postwar period. Thus, I offer a more contextually
bound approach that locates singular formations of bad reading against
the specific configurations of power that queer experimental writers confront. Such an approach provides a sharper sense of how and why reading
has been—and continues to be—a volatile site of symbolic contestation
for queer culture. Indeed, this book demonstrates that hetero- and homonormativity naturalize themselves, at least in part, through a discourse of
reading that fuses interpretative relations into legitimate forms of erotic
contact and political collectivity. By eliciting uncritical affective responses
in readers, queer experimental literature thus strikes at the disembodied
model of critical reading and its heteronormative social imaginary. They
use experimental form to position readers and texts in a viscerally relational circuit, in which the transmission of affect engenders alternative
modes of social belonging. To lay the conceptual groundwork for this
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affective politics, I will now turn to recent debates over affective reading
to demonstrate why literary affect must be seen as a creative and visceral
force of becoming, not merely a rhetorical trope or a psychological projection of the reader.

The Politics of Literary Affect
How does reading make us feel? For some time, literary studies has avoided
this question. New Criticism famously divested itself of the problem of
readerly feeling by rejecting the “affective fallacy.”32 The critique of the
affective fallacy discounted the experience, feelings, and responses of readers to a text, thereby protecting literary criticism’s apparent objectivity
in its aesthetic evaluations. Reader-response criticism made a provocative
challenge to the orthodoxies of New Criticism. As Jane Tompkins argues,
reader-response directed scholarly interest back toward the reader’s engagement with the text. Reader-response critics “examine[d] authors’ attitudes
toward their readers, the kinds of readers various texts seem to imply, the
role actual readers play in the determination of literary meaning, the relation of reading conventions to textual interpretation, and the status of the
reader’s self.”33 Yet, as this research agenda suggests, reader-response criticism never foregrounded affect as a central facet of the reader relation. For
example, Stanley Fish prioritized the way the reader’s response to the text
produces its meaning. Despite his use of the phrase “affective criticism,”
Fish conceived of the reader’s response as “more than the range of feelings
(what Wimsatt and Beardsley call ‘the purely affective reports’),” encompassing “any and all of the activities provoked by a string of words.”34 If
the critic must “take into account all that has happened (in the reader’s
mind),” how can affect be distinguished from or related to the semiotic
production of meaning? Insofar as affect is a force that inhabits a threshold
between subjective and objective, can we conceive of the text’s affect without attributing it solely to the reader’s mind or body? Because Fish characteristically included all cognitive events within the category of response,
affect remained an opaque and undertheorized aspect of reader relations.35
The advent of affect theory and the broader “turn” to affect in the
humanities has subsequently created new opportunities for understanding literary and cultural affect.36 Scholars such as Martha Nussbaum, Brian
Massumi, Charles Altieri, Derek Attridge, and Sianne Ngai resuscitated
affect as a dynamic aspect of the event of reading, and each has argued for
affect’s social significance, refusing to circumscribe aesthetic feeling to the
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realm of the merely subjective.37 However, there remains an unacknowledged tendency among some affective critics to prioritize a specific literary
form as the ideal mode for transmuting literary affect into a socially valuable force. My conception of bad reading redresses this problem by foregrounding the norms of reading as well as their implicitly heteronormative
social imaginary. Yet bad reading also pluralizes the types of becomings
that readerly affect can be said to elicit. As such, it presses back against the
tendency to idealize a single mode of social relation or political responsibility as the endgame of affective reading. Moreover, it does not idealize a
sole literary form as the objective correlative for affective reading or queer
reading more generally. As such, bad reading clears a conceptual space for
us to confront queer experimental literature on its own terms, attending to
the becomings unleashed by its singular compositions of affect and form.
The work of Martha Nussbaum provides an apt example of the tendency to map affect onto the norms of good reading and a specific literary form. Drawing on philosophies of emotion from Adam Smith and
Aristotle, Nussbaum valorizes empathy in readers because it leads us to
“form bonds of identification and sympathy” with characters that express
“certain hopes, fears, and general human concerns.”38 Nussbaum subsequently champions the nineteenth-century realist novel because it elicits
an appropriate combination of sympathetic identification and impartial
judgment that is “highly relevant to citizenship.”39 Given her investment
in sympathy, Nussbaum calls for the field of affect to be “carefully circumscribed,” praising the “cultivation of appropriate emotions” to form an
engaged citizenry.40 Here Nussbaum discounts the possibility that inappropriate emotions and ugly feelings might, in some contexts, have visceral,
subjective, and social value.41 But more importantly, she does not account
for how literature stimulates affects outside of subjective identification.
Only narratives that represent concrete worlds with realistically individuated characters signify, in her model, a productive fusion of literary affect
with social imagination. This claim results from Nussbaum’s privileging
literary forms that can be mapped onto the ideology of liberal humanism. For example, while Nussbaum admits that music possesses an “emotional expressiveness” akin to the novel, she claims that it is “dreamlike
and indeterminate in a way that limits its role in public deliberation.”42 By
discarding non-representational, experimental, and postmodern aesthetics
(those that are “dreamlike and indeterminate”), Nussbaum concomitantly
ignores how writers might elicit queerer modes of relation that counter
liberalism and its self-image of public deliberation.43
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To combat the liberal model of readerly sympathy, one might argue that
the event of literature is properly understood as a deconstructive event
that undoes codified categories of political meaning.44 This is precisely
the model championed by critics such as Attridge. While following in the
footsteps of reader-response’s vision of reading as an event, he instead
conceives of this event in terms of Levinasian and Derridean ethics.45 For
example, Attridge argues that
the formally innovative work, the one that most estranges itself from the
reader, makes the most sharply challenging (which is not to say the most
profound) ethical demand. … To respond to the demand of the literary
work as the demand of the other is to attend to it as a unique event whose
happening is a call, a challenge, an obligation: understand how little you
understand me, translate my untranslatability, learn me by heart and thus
learn the otherness that inhabits the heart.46

Estrangement, disorientation, and surprise—these are the affective jolts
that otherness engenders, thereby breaking open the codified structures of
identity and relationality that are presupposed by liberal humanism. The
reader does not imaginatively empathize and thereby understand; instead,
readers are overtaken by the other and must respond by confronting the
limits of their understanding. Note that Attridge maps the untranslatable
demand of the other onto the “formally innovative” literary object, which
similarly challenges “all those carefully applied codes and conventions”
that readers typically bring to a work.47 As much as I share Attridge’s
investment in the immanence of reading, I am concerned about the correlation of estrangement with a privileged set of aesthetic protocols. Not
only does this move limit the field of affect to one tone (estrangement),
it enshrines modernist aesthetics as the most ethically demanding of literary forms.48 But more problematically, the emphasis on deconstructive
estrangement leads Attridge to assert a binary between so-called “literary instrumentalism” and the singularity of literature’s ethical demand.
Critiquing feminist and Marxist criticism, among other politically-oriented
methodologies, Attridge claims that literary instrumentalism approaches a
text “with the hope or the assumption that it [a text] can be instrumental
in furthering an existing project, and responding to it in such a way as
to test, or even produce, that usefulness.”49 Putting aside his reduction
of these modes of criticism and their own considerations of these issues,
Attridge does not provide a way of thinking about literary texts that might
actually desire to provoke so-called instrumental political effects—how,
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in other words, such texts might utilize affect to elaborate the politics of
feminism or queerness.
Despite their attentiveness to the dynamic imbrication of reading and
affect, then, these approaches define themselves as good reading in opposition to a degraded mode of bad reading. They subordinate the queerness
of the reader’s body, particularly its perverse openness to becoming in the
event of reading, and they circumscribe the event of reading to appropriate affects—only certain compositions of feeling and aesthetic form signify as critical. Is there, then, a theoretical precedent for bad reading that
would enable us to explore the possibilities enabled by less respectable
affects, including those that touch on the abject pleasures of queer eroticism? Psychoanalysis would seem to provide an affirmative answer. After
all, Freud famously theorized that culture sublimates unconscious desire,
and contemporary queer and feminist critics, in particular, have turned to
Freud to theorize the queerness of desire.50 Despite my respect for these
approaches, I part with Freudian psychoanalysis precisely because it tends
to collapse the qualitative specificity of affects into the instinctual drives.
As Jean Laplanche and Jean-Bertrand Pontalis note, Freud conceives of
affect as the “qualitative expression of the quantity of instinctual energy
and of its fluctuations.”51 Indeed, Freud insists that the “instincts are all
qualitatively alike and owe the effect they produce only to the quantities of excitation accompanying them.”52 In other words, an affect is simply the “subjective transposition” of a certain amount of physiological
energy.53 This conceit necessarily draws attention away from the qualitative specificity of an affect—whether happiness, sadness, annoyance,
or anger—because the feeling is a surface effect of a more fundamental
(and apparently more interesting) libidinal conflict. In Sedgwick’s words,
“The nature or quality of the affect itself, seemingly, is not of much more
consequence than the color of the airplane used to speed a person to a
destination.”54 Following Sedgwick and Frank’s work on Silvan Tomkins,
I similarly disarticulate affect from the drives to foreground the qualitative singularity of affects.55 Rather than reducing affect into a symptom
that must be decoded, we can encounter the affective relations composed
through an aesthetic object on their own terms.56
At the same time, my approach to bad reading does not solely draw on
phenomenological descriptions of affect because phenomenology misses
the dynamic, asubjective becoming fomented through reader relations.57
Because it presumes an intentional perceiving subject, phenomenology
misses the unconscious and non-conscious forces of affect. For this reason,
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my primary theoretical reference points in Queer Experimental Literature
are the work of Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari and philosophers, such
as Elizabeth Grosz, that have fostered an encounter between Deleuze
and Guattari’s concepts and feminist and queer theory.58 This constellation of thinkers enables us to reframe reader relations as affective events
or becomings. As Grosz argues, art unleashes a “pure intensity, a direct
impact on the body’s nerves and organs.”59 In Deleuze and Guattari’s
words, art is “a being of sensation and nothing else.”60 Like many post-
structural thinkers, Deleuze and Guattari disarticulate art from subjectivity. Yet they are unique in conceiving the work as an autonomous field
of sensation that is neither an expression of an authorial subject nor the
projection of a perceiving reader.61 These sensations exist autonomously
in the materiality of aesthetic composition, and they cannot be reduced
to the human subject. Indeed, Deleuze and Guattari see art as a means to
“wrest the percept from perceptions of objects and the states of a perceiving subject, to wrest the affect from affections as the transition from one
state to another: to extract a bloc of sensations.”62 This bloc of sensations
subsequently “undoes the triple organization of perceptions, affections,
and opinions,” which constitute a perceiving subject as a unified entity.63
In art, then, “Affects are no longer feelings or affections; they go beyond
the strength of those who undergo them.”64 Here Deleuze and Guattari
echo their more famous concept of the body without organs insofar as aesthetic affect points toward a non-centralized and non-hierarchical body,
a body at the threshold of becoming. In Deleuze’s words, art intimates
this “more profound and almost unlivable” power—namely, the chaotic
affective forces that underlie, constitute, and dissipate the “lived body”
that phenomenology assumes as its center.65 Literary affect thus pre-exists
the reader’s organization into a formalized subject, and it composes (and
recomposes) the reader’s body in a dynamic becoming.66
This conception of affective becoming enables us to redress two problems of reader-response criticism. First, we can now prioritize affect as
a unique force in the event of reading, irreducible to the signifier. As
Brian Massumi notes, “Reading, however cerebral it may be, does not
entirely think out sensation.”67 He argues that reading enfolds “muscular,
tactile, and visceral sensations of attention [which] are incipient perceptions. … In the experience of reading, conscious thought, sensation, and
all the modalities of perception fold into and out of each other.”68 Here
reading becomes synesthetic contact, cross-hatched by visual, auditory,
and tactile sensations that are not simply attributable to a representation
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within the text.69 In Grosz’s words, “Artworks are not so much to be read,
interpreted, deciphered as responded to, touched, engaged, intensified.
Artworks don’t signify (or, if they signify, they signify only themselves);
instead, they make sensation real.”70 Now we can also radically expand the
affects catalyzed by the literary object as well as the range of legitimate
“responses” that readers might have to them. Indeed, we cannot privilege
empathy or estrangement or suspicion because the artwork foments its
own bloc of sensations, which demand to be engaged as forces in their
own right. In fact, as Grosz suggests, the artwork’s sensations may not
even exist yet, except as virtual or incipient possibilities to be materialized and made sensible. Thus, we cannot circumscribe, in advance, which
affects will be the most “critical” or even the most “queer” because the
radical potentiality of aesthetic affect is always immanent. Second, we can
dispense with the presumption that the reader precedes the text. Indeed,
many queer experimental writers imagine the text and reader as inhabiting
a pre-formalized relational field—a plane of immanence—where neither
has fixed boundary, transcendental identity, or hierarchical priority. The
plane of immanence offers a view of reader relations that cannot presume
an ideal telos for becoming, particularly a telos that culminates in a good
reader. On the contrary, as Deleuze writes, “To become is not to attain a
form (identification, imitation, Mimesis) but to find the zone of proximity,
indiscernibility, or indifferentiation where one can no longer be distinguished from a woman, an animal, or a molecule—neither imprecise nor
general, but unforeseen and nonpreexistent, singularized out of a population rather than determined in a form.”71 Note here that becoming is specific insofar as it implies a singular convergences of forces within the zone
of proximity. To grasp the interventions and relational potentialities fostered within queer experimental literature, then, we must trace the specific
zones of proximity that each text elaborates through its own composition
of the affective relations of reading.
I must make an important caveat, however, about this conceptual tradition because it is a recurrent site of confrontation throughout the subsequent chapters. In my view, some interpretations of Deleuze and Guattari
lay too much stress on affect as a necessarily radical force of deterritorialization. Deleuze himself declares, referencing D. H. Lawrence, that the
“highest aim of literature” is “to escape … the wall of dominant significations” that “[w]e are always pinned against.”72 For Deleuze, the most
problematic of these strictures is the subject: “[W]e are always sunk in the
hole of our subjectivity, the black hole of our Ego.”73 The consequence of
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this view is often that any association of affect with subjectivity—particularly terms such as feeling and emotion—is perceived as an obstacle, rather
than a potential contributor, to becoming. The subjective/non-subjective binary is particularly striking in Massumi’s work when he argues, for
example, that
emotion is a subjective content, the sociolinguistic fixing of the quality of an
experience which is from that point onward defined as personal. Emotion
is qualified intensity, the conventional, consensual point of insertion of
intensity into semantically and semiotically formed progressions, into narrativizable action-reaction circuits, into function and meaning. It is intensity
owned and recognized.74

In Massumi’s narrative, emotion is the qualitative glue that affixes us to
convention whereas affect escapes subjectivity and, by extension, its social
inscription. Although emotion “capture[s]” affect, the latter “has always
and again escaped.”75 The rhetoric of “capture,” “escape,” and “[re]confinement” establishes a sharp dichotomy between emotion and affect,
placing them in a kind of Gothic plot, and it returns us to a view of affect
as an unqualified disruptive force, akin to the Freudian instincts. Indeed,
to discuss actual(ized) affects such as enjoyment, interest, or rage seems
to sap the radical challenge the affect poses to subjective codification. But
more importantly, Massumi’s language implies that affect lies outside of
signification rather than relationally enfolded with it. Affect undoubtedly
puts pressure on the orders of grammar and syntax—but not simply to
destroy them. Rather, queer experimental writers seek a range of new idioms for affect to be spoken, and these affective idioms feed forward into
new relations between words, bodies, and the social field. Therefore, I
foreground the permeable and non-dualistic thresholds that modulate
between affect and signification.76
For this reason, I also part with Deleuze’s emphasis on subjective
“escape” as the aim of literature. As much as queer experimental literature
contests the category of the subject, its investments lie elsewhere. In particular, it turns to affect to stimulate new relations of queerness, relations
that might ultimately become inhabitable or realizable as a future. As Grosz
suggests, “Unlike politics, sensation does not promise or enact a future different than the present, it en-forces, impacts, a premonition of what might
be directly on the body’s nerves, organs, muscles. The body is opened up
now to other forces and becomings that it might also affirm in and as the
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future.”77 In other words, the affects of art do not represent or signify
the future so much as open the body to a number of potential and incipient futures.78 José Esteban Muñoz similarly touches on the conjunction of
queer relationality and futurity when he affirms “Taking ecstasy with one
another, in as many ways as possible, can perhaps be our best way of enacting a queer time that is not yet here but nonetheless potentially dawning.
Taking ecstasy with one another is an invitation, a call, to a then-and-there,
a not-yet-here.”79 Recalling the intoxicating delirium of bad reading that
leaves Victor Frankenstein “wasted,” Muñoz’s call to take ecstasy stresses
the intrinsic relationality of queer affect—the joy of taking ecstasy together
and becoming taken with one another (and another, and another) in an
endless social horizon. While I share the Deleuzian conception of affect as
a force, I tend to use the phrase affective relation instead because it captures
the queer relationality of affect—its perverse tendency to spread beyond
the subject’s calculation or control—that Muñoz so evocatively highlights.80 At the same time, I intend for affective relation to highlight the
complex imbrication of affective and social relations. After all, as Antonio
Damasio observes, “There is growing evidence that feelings, along with
the appetites and emotions that most often cause them, play a decisive role
in social behavior.”81 I do not offer a master theory to define this decisive
role. Rather, I track how and why queer experimental writers see affect and
sociality as related and how they hope to relate these forces otherwise.
I will now explain why queer experimental literature is an apt archive
for us to launch this inquiry into the affective relations of reading. I argue
for a queerer and more historically located conception of experimental
writing. This approach will enable us to see how the fantastical aesthetics
of queer experimental literature intimate incipiently social modes of queer
belonging against hetero- and homonormative reductions of sexuality to
the sphere of the subject.

The Queerness

Experimental Literature: Fantasy
and Adhesive Eroticism
of

More than any other domain of criticism, French feminism has been attentive to experimental writing as an archive that expresses and dynamizes the
affects of the sexed body. Theorists such as Hélène Cixous, Luce Irigaray,
Julia Kristeva, and Monique Wittig famously articulated and debated the
concept of écriture féminine to signify how, in Nancy K. Miller’s words,
“the female body, with its peculiar drives and rhythms, inscribes itself as
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text.”82 As Miller’s word “peculiar” suggests, écriture féminine sought to
define the sexual difference of women’s writing—to understand how, precisely, women’s writing inscribes the corporeal specificity of the female
body and how, in so doing, this writing breaks apart phallogocentric models of signification. As French feminism was challenged by poststructural
feminist and queer theory, écriture féminine came under increasing scrutiny
for its essentialist presumption of a biological foundation for sexual difference, which many rightly saw as ignoring the historically and politically
constructed category of “woman.” It was also subsequently critiqued, as
Miller notes, for “privileg[ing] a textuality of the avant-garde” as the primary signifier for women’s writing.83 This privileging obscures the plurality of women’s aesthetic traditions across time, but it also betrays an elitist
bias toward difficulty as the basis of a radical feminist aesthetics.84 Queer
Experimental Literature undoubtedly follows in these critiques: I hope to
expand the range of bodies and sexualities that experimental aesthetics can
be said to “express”; I stress the historical and political construction of
queerness and affect alike; and I insist that, in the postmodern era, experimental writing cannot be reduced to the aesthetics of the avant-garde.
However, I want to acknowledge my debt to the philosophical ground
that French feminism charted in its effort to conceive of signification in
anti-patriarchal and affective terms. Not only has this tradition been a
forerunner in theorizing the volatile forces of corporeality, it has also been
a source of abiding interest and explicit reference—however ambivalent—
for many of the writers I discuss below.
Given that experimental writing has been read as a paradigmatic mode
of écriture féminine, permit me to qualify how this book reframes experimentalism in relationship to the politics of queer aesthetics. First, I do not
presume that the affects “expressed” by experimental writing are necessarily anti-patriarchal. For Kristeva, the semiotic temporarily liberates the sensuous pre-Oedipal body from its suturing into the phallocentric symbolic
order.85 While William S. Burroughs’s delirious stylistics could be read as
a pre-Oedipal language, for example, his fictions are avowedly patriarchal;
indeed, Burroughs hopes to activate a homoerotic libido untethered from
sexual difference, and he does so through a misogynistic narrative that
eliminates woman and femininity altogether. We will discover a queerer
politics of form in Burroughs’s work that operates in tension with this ideology, but it is important to acknowledge that experimental stylistics are
not inherently anti-patriarchal, even if they unleash anti-Oedipal affects.
Second, I break the linkage of experimental writing with the avant-garde.
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In my view, the concept of the avant-garde should not be conflated with a
style but reserved for signifying a community of writers and artists operating within specific historical circumstances. To be sure, some of the writers
in Queer Experimental Literature are in conversation with one another,
such as Burroughs and Acker, Acker and Winterson, and Delany and
Acker.86 But taken together, queer experimental literature does not constitute an avant-garde in any traditional sense. In fact, we will see writers,
particularly Acker, distressed at the absence of a queer avant-garde, which
has been gentrified by the forces of commodification and homonormativity in the neoliberal era. Finally, I resist the equation of experimental
writing with a specific set of stylistic moves that can be identified transhistorically.87 Rather than define “experimental” in formalist terms, then, I
use the term as a heuristic to construct a genealogy of writers that share
a common conception of form—namely, that deformations of narrative
prose can expose reading as a social construction and an affective discipline.88 The obstructions to sense making in these texts thus call for a contextual approach that locates a writer’s turn to experimentation against the
social norms that legislate the protocols for representing and interpreting
sexuality in a given context.89
This historical approach helps us to suspend the narrative that experimental writing primarily offers a politics of anarchism.90 Exemplifying this
view, Kathryn Hume criticizes Acker for expressing “anguish over patterns of oppression” while offering “few suggestions for changing them,
other than letting our impulses rip and refusing to obey social rules. …
Revolution may be an ultimate goal, but she offers no blueprint.”91 While
queer experimental literature refuses or cannot represent blueprints, this
does not mean that it fails to offer any intimation of new social relations.
Indeed, as Elizabeth Freeman argues, queer experimental aesthetics engender “glimpses of an otherwise-being that is unrealizable as street activism
or as blueprint for the future.”92 In this sense, the affective r elations forged
through experimental aesthetics are not directly or mimetically realizable
as politics. Yet they nonetheless create what Anthony Reed calls a “hiatus
of unrecognizability [that] can spur new thought and new imaginings,
especially the (re)imagining of collectivities and intellectual practices.”93
In queer experimental literature, this hiatus is paired with a thoroughgoing commitment to the most degraded of affects. Thus, these texts will
often appear to be insufficiently concerned with the social world. Their
flights into fantasy may read as a debased narcissism or a solipsistic withdrawal into the personal. However, as Jennifer Doyle argues, “The rhetorical deployment of the personal and the emotional should not be assumed
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to be a retreat into an ahistorical, apolitical self; such explicit turns to emotion may in fact signal the politicization, the historicization of that self and
of the feelings through which that self takes shape in relation to others.”94
At the very moments, then, when queer experimental literature appears
to retreat from the legibly social world, its ineffable relations of bad reading might also be advancing outward, in a newly politicized threading
together of affective and social relations.
As a corollary to expanding the politics of experimental literature
beyond anarchism, I also wish to broaden the aesthetic politics of queerness itself.95 Scholars such as Teresa de Lauretis, Leo Bersani, Lee Edelman,
Tim Dean, and Kevin Ohi argue that the force of queerness can be most
palpably felt through its disruption of representation.96 For example, Ohi
identifies the queerness of Henry James’s style in terms of a “radical antisociality that seeks to unyoke sexuality from the communities and identities—gay or straight—that would tame it, a disruption that thwarts efforts
to determine political goals according to a model of representation.”97
Echoing the imagery of Edelman, Ohi describes this disruptive force as
the “corrosive effect of queerness … on received forms of meaning, representation, and identity.”98 I share the resistance to thinking of queerness as identity, and my approach to aesthetic becoming converges with
Ohi’s Deleuzian-inspired critique of mimetic conceptions of literary form.
However, I part with the emphasis on anti-social corrosion as the primary
or most critical force of queerness. In addition to corrosion, queerness
also offers an adhesive modality.99 In the next chapter, for example, we will
see the queer adhesion of bodies as they become dispersed, recombined,
and stuck together in ecstatically spectral blobs. In the final chapter, we
will explore what Sedgwick calls the “dissolvent relationality of [Buddhist]
pedagogy,” which unglues the fixed identities of master and student and
diffuses them into newly permeable relations of bodies, affects, and surfaces.100 Given queer experimental literature’s adhesive compositions, I
prefer to stress its investment in the queerness of eroticism rather than
the queerness of desire, which has been so influential for queer theory.
Elaborating the distinction between these terms, Freeman explains that
desire is a form of belief in the referential object that the subject feels s/he
lacks and that would make him or her whole. … Erotics, on the other hand,
traffics less in belief than in encounter, less in damaged wholes than intersections of body parts, less in loss than in novel possibility (will this part fit into
that one? what’s my gender if I do this or that to my body?)101
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Note the experimental nature of queer eroticism—its suspension of the
subject’s grasping for meaning to open up an event of corporeal contact
and transformation. In queer becoming, as Freeman depicts it, the body
is more a collection of bodies and body parts whose connective possibilities can be played with and curiously reimagined. Likewise, this assemblage of bodies is not subordinated to a dialectic of subject and object or
self and other. This speculative dialectic gives way to a different kind of
speculation—a playful imagination or fabulation of non-exclusive potentialities. As Freeman insists, “artifice is part of the pleasure: the fetishistic
belief in the lost object is less important than the titillation of ‘but all the
same...’”102 Here the aesthetic is irreducibly enmeshed in the scene of
queer eroticism—the aesthetic is not only an agency for figuring and coordinating eroticism; it is also available to be erotically invested and drawn
into surface contact with the assemblage of bodies. The titillation of “but
all the same” is a visceral registration of the pull of queer relationality, of
a body’s potential to become differently stuck together with other bodies,
body parts, and body politics.
Throughout Queer Experimental Literature, I conceive of “fantasy” as
an aesthetic idiom for the “but all the same” of adhesive becoming. In
this respect, I break with the predominately Lacanian understanding of
fantasy within queer theory.103 This tradition tends to model fantasy on the
paradigm of the subject, and it critiques fantasy for mystifying the subject’s
incoherence, thereby preserving a normative social order. For example,
Edelman argues that fantasy is “[t]he central prop and underlying agency of
futurism, fantasy alone endows reality with fictional coherence and stability,
which seems to guarantee that such reality, the social world in which we
take our place, will still survive when we do not.”104 Here fantasy is invariably a fantasy of the future, a single and monolithic future, which is, in
fact, an image of an “Imaginary past” that promises to satisfy the subject’s
narcissistic desire.105 In Edelman’s narrative, fantasy is the sole agency of
social reproduction, and it offers no resistant or queer possibilities; indeed,
queerness is radically opposed to fantasy, a force that rends apart the figural coherence of the subject and its concomitant desire for reproductive
futurity. By contrast, queer experimental literature does not model fantasy
on the subject and it does not offer its fantastical figurations as promissory
notes of desire. In Deleuze’s words, “[F]abulation—the fabulating
function—does not consist in imagining or projecting an ego. Rather, it
attains these visions, it raises itself to these becomings and powers.”106 For
these texts, fantasy functions more as a figural scene to experiment with
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and usher in new relations of the possible and the impossible.107 To borrow Deleuze and Guattari’s phrase, these texts use the idiom of fantasy to
“express another possible community and to forge the means for another
consciousness and another sensibility.”108 As they note in their analysis of
Franz Kafka, a minor literature is often “affected with a high coefficient of
deterritorialization,” which for Kafka “marks the impasse that bars access
to writing for the Jews of Prague and turns their literature into something
impossible—the impossibility of not writing, the impossibility of writing in
German, the impossibility of writing otherwise.”109 In this sense, the use of
fantasy within queer experimental literature is neither a means to salve the
wounds of subjective incoherence nor a license to imagine desire liberated
from any censure, law, or social order. On the contrary, fantasy is an idiom
to grapple with the relations of power that demarcate the social possibilities
of queerness—that, in some contexts, make queerness altogether impossible. These texts do not arrest the relations between fantasy and reality,
between the virtual and the actual, because to do so would falsely close the
gap between what exists, and what could exist, and what is not allowed to
exist, let alone be collectively desired. The oscillation between these temporal states—or, more precisely, the aesthetic performance of that oscillation
and our affective contact with it—expresses a fidelity to a becoming that
queer experimental literature hopes to engender in readings yet to come.
Of course, fantasy is easy to dismiss as narcissism. Many of the texts that
I consider have been labeled as uncritical precisely because of their unrepentant investment in staging queer reading as an encounter with solipsistic fantasy. Therefore, it is important to recall that, as Valerie Rohy explains,
queer reading is “always ambivalent: what can appear as narcissistic mirroring or self-affirmation in fact contributes to the production of queer
subjectivity, and the queer subjectivity that may seem self-invented is never
free.”110 Here the readerly subject operates in a productive relation to
power, but, as Rohy notes, queer reading also branches out beyond the
subject into a perverse circuit of relation. In her words, “[T]he solitary
business of queer research touches circuits of seduction and exchange. …
The scene of reading helps one know oneself in part, it seems, through
knowing others.”111 This horizon of virtual contact broaches the incipiently social dimension of bad reading that queer experimental literature
hopes to materialize. In the final section, I underscore how the literary
imagination of queer sexuality in the postwar period emerges through
these affective intimations of relationality.
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The Literacy of Sexuality
This introduction began with an exemplary bad reader who enters the
university and meets shame for his readerly attachments. It seems appropriate, then, to conclude with a reader who also attends the university
but, unlike Victor Frankenstein, discovers incipiently social attachments,
which are intimated through the affective relations of her bad reading. In
Alison Bechdel’s graphic memoir Fun Home (2006), Alison attends literature courses that permit the analysis of sexuality in canonical works such as
Heart of Darkness.112 Yet the professors insist that a good reading is a psychoanalytic reading, modeled on the Freudian interpretations of symbols
(see Fig. 1). Of course, this interpretative method restricts reading to a
strictly heteronormative model of sexuality. But more importantly, Alison
finds it boring—good reading, in this context, is reading for correspondence, in which only one type of reference is acknowledged as legitimate.
Regarding her professor’s similar interpretation of Joyce, Alison wonders,
“Once you grasped that Ulysses was based on The Odyssey, was it really necessary to enumerate every last point of correspondence?”113 Reading for
past correspondence obstructs reading for future connections; it arrests
the generative indeterminacy of the text, leaving no room for readers to
encounter the text immanently on its own terms or to practice reading as
a creative or even an irreverent activity.114 As an act of resistance, and in
search of an alternative archive of eroticism, Alison becomes an increasingly
bad reader. Indeed, she procrastinates reading Ulysses and trolls the library

Fig. 1

Alison Bechdel, Fun Home (2006)
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Alison Bechdel, Fun Home (2006)

for texts on homosexuality, lesbianism, and feminism. When her father,
Bruce, asks if she is reading anything “good,” she demurs (see Fig. 2).115
Retrospectively, Alison jokes, “If only I’d had the foresight to call this
an independent reading. ‘Contemporary and Historical Perspectives on
Homosexuality’ would have had quite a legitimate ring.”116 Here Bechdel
underlines the historically contextual distinction between good and bad
reading, which is defined by its relationship to institutions of power and
their codification of hermeneutic legitimacy. Now, these books would
count as good reading, particularly in an academic context of gender and
sexuality studies. But then, these texts were shameful and inadmissible
within the scene of the classroom.
Yet through her contact with bad reading, Alison’s relation to the university shifts, and she begins to experience queerness as a mode of relationality. In this respect, Fun Home restages the coming-out narrative as
a literacy narrative, in which the affects of reading provoke new possibilities for belonging. Initially, Alison notes, “My realization at nineteen
that I was a lesbian came about in a manner consistent with my bookish
upbringing. A revelation not of the flesh, but of the mind.”117 Here the
acquisition of a sexual identity derives from a putatively rational and disembodied practice of reading. But Fun Home immediately undermines the
distinction between revelations of flesh and mind. For example, we see a
number of images of Alison masturbating while reading, which suggests
that the textual and sexual are not merely entwined through discourse but
also through the experience of pleasure. Alison qualifies her masturbatory
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reading, joking that “My researches were stimulating but solitary. It
became clear I was going to have to leave the academic plane and enter
the human fray.”118 Note that the academic has been radically redefined
as an erotic (“stimulating”)—but not yet social (“solitary”)—experience.
In this respect, the image of masturbatory reading must be understood
as a capacious affective relation—to the text, to the self, to the body, to a
collective past, to a possible future. Yet this relation is incipiently social, an
intimation of potentiality that is emergent (but by no means guaranteed)
in the event of reading. This is why, in the very next frame after the image
of her masturbatory reading, we see Alison attend her university’s Gay
Union (see Fig. 3). Although she sits in “petrified silence,” Alison has
found the courage to materialize her yearning for a community where the

Fig. 3

Alison Bechdel, Fun Home (2006)
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intimations of queer belonging could be realized.119 Of course, the realization of queer belonging means both sexual and political contact; indeed,
the memoir refuses to disarticulate these two and, instead, fuses them in
the incipiently social relations of Alison’s bad reading.
Part of the tragedy of Fun Home is that Alison’s father cannot submit
himself to a similarly queer becoming. Indeed, Alison wonders, “How
could he admire Joyce’s lengthy, libidinal ‘Yes’ so fervently and end up
saying ‘No’ to his own life.”120 The answer lies, at least in part, in the
absence of a social world that would say “Yes” back to Bruce’s yes, that
would provide a double affirmation of his queer desires and thereby give
him opportunities to experiment with alternative modes of belonging.
After all, Alison’s bad reading leads her toward a social collective because
there is a culture available to her, a set of material relations enabled by
second-wave feminism, gay liberation, and the postwar university. These
conditions make possible the realization of her desires for relation and,
crucially, mark queerness as a mode of belonging to a political collectivity.
Bruce does not have access to these material conditions. Fun Home thus
underscores that bad reading is always an historical affair. Whatever possibilities it intimates cannot be annexed from the relations of power that
either enable or obstruct their realization. This is why it is so significant
that when Bruce reads Kate Millet, he does experience the affective jolts of
queer potentiality. “I’m flying high on Kate Millet,” he writes after Alison
shares this text with him.121 He admits, “I really prefer Millett’s philosophy to the one I’m slave to. But I try to keep one foot in the door. Actually
I am in limbo. I … oh, hell. I don’t know what I mean.”122 Bruce’s “flying high” recalls Muñoz’s taking ecstasy and Frankenstein’s imbibing of
fancy—the delirious encounter with the text opens a door to another mode
of relationality. Yet Bruce cannot let his feet off the ground, keeping one
stuck in the door and feeling uncertain about what he “mean[s].” From
Alison’s perspective, it is precisely Bruce’s sense of himself as a “slave” to
textual meaning that prevents him from reading himself into an alternative
economy of relation. Earlier in the memoir, she jokes that Bruce misreads
Camus’s claim that “suicide is a solution to the absurd,” taking the phrase
far too literally.123 “If he’d read carefully,” Alison states, “he would have
gotten to Camus’ conclusion that suicide is illogical. But I suspect my
father of being a haphazard scholar.”124
But perhaps the problem is not that Bruce is a careless and “haphazard” reader. Perhaps he cannot read haphazardly enough so that he can
detach from what he experiences as fixed truth—to put aside the question
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of meaning altogether in favor of relational contact. After all, in Alison’s
hands, the queer scholar reads herself into a new network of queer belonging, and once she is affectively immersed in this world, reading badly
becomes a radically addictive proliferation. Normative culture, read by
the queer scholar, becomes erotically and politically palpable in surprising
ways. When Alison begins a sexual relationship with a fellow student, for
example, it is
strewn with books, however, in what was for me a novel fusion of word and
deed. I lost my bearings. The dictionary had become erotic. Some of our
favorite childhood stories were revealed as propaganda … others as pornography. In the harsh light of my dawning feminism, everything looked
different.125

Even the dictionary has become erotically invested—a book of correspondence and apparently objective reference has become an affective vector of
seduction and relational creation. Thus, bad reading affords an agency—
however partial—to redefine the hierarchy of faculties that underpin reading in queer terms. By doing so, bad reading not only opens up new
modes of interpretation; it also contests the economy of relation that fuses
reading and heteronormativity together, forestalling a queerer panoply of
erotic and social relations. To be sure, Fun Home underscores the historical conditions that can bridge—or fail to bridge—the affective relations of
reading and their intimations of queerer futurity. Yet the memoir nonetheless affirms bad reading as a meaningful site of symbolic contestation,
subjective nourishment, and collective agency in the queer literary imagination. Bad reading can provoke us to make contact with radical social
possibilities that seem to exist merely as flickerings of feeling.
Insofar as the works we will now encounter are “experimental,” then,
they are experiments in the most rigorous sense of the word—tests to see
what might emerge; tests whose very purpose is to redefine the meaning
of the known and unknown; tests based on gut feelings, with hypotheses
rooted in vague sensations of the possible. A bad reader might, on the
basis of this definition, be tempted to call all such experiments “queer.”
In the following pages, we will explore the perverse horizons that may yet
emerge through such an embrace of queer experimentation.
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